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A women's issue in 1990? Doesn't that smack of tokenism, of divi-
sion rather than unity, of sexism rather than sexual equality? Perhaps
it would if women's voices hadn't been integral and almost proportion-
ate in DIALOGUE for more than twenty years now. Perhaps it would if
the landmark "pink" issue of 1971 and the "red" one in 1981 hadn't
mattered so much to both men and women.

Beyond this, however, we have felt around us the varied, gifted,
and powerful voices of women. It seemed to us that the time was right.
Ripe. Within the Church, women are at a point of passage, not with-
out ambiguity, into spheres of influence beyond family. Even those
choosing and able to hold to traditional homemaking roles are in a
position more than ever before to extend attitudes of nurturing and
caring to broader contexts. Moved by their evolving insights and a
resulting compassionate dismay, women may be best prepared to under-
take the Jewish goal of repairing the world — likkum olam. But they are
not poised to battle an enemy. Consider the words that appear by
chance within the titles of this issue —words like "comfort," "empathy,"
"rescue," "healing," and "carrying on."

While a women's renaissance may now be taking place within the
Church and elsewhere, there have always been women who have found
their private renaissance. Helen Candland Stark is such a women.
Utilizing extensive interviews, Lavina Fielding Anderson offers us a
portrait of Stark as a woman of resilience and multiplicity, traits that
could proudly be called especially feminine. Along with the article, we
are pleased to reprint Helen's classic essay, "The Good Woman
Syndrome," a chronicle of her rejection of the half self-imposed, half
culturally imposed quest for female perfectionism. An essay by Amy
Bentley, "Comforting the Motherless Children: The Alice Louise
Reynolds Women's Forum," gives specificity to the general survey of
Stark's social beliefs, tracing the history of a progressive women's orga-
nization in Utah Valley, given life by concerned Mormon women,
among them Helen Stark.

Two essays discuss questions of particular (but not exclusive) theo-
logical concern to Mormon women. Betina Lindsey documents women's
participation, past and present, in numerous gifts of the spirit, and
Allison Walker examines foundations of patriarchy within the Church.

An essay by Phyllis Barber points to the unique difficulties Mor-
mon women face as creative writers and deftly analyzes the challenge
of maintaining integrity as a writer and as an LDS woman. Linda
Sillitoe and Anne Castleton call for courage and enlightenment as they
offer personal experience with one of the most volatile issues facing us



today: family violence. Veneta Nielson concludes our article section
with an insightful tribute to the gifted poet May Swenson.

Personal essays in this issue get to the heart of problems of our
time, candidly and compassionately, examining within Church con-
texts issues of parenting, perseverence, abuse, and abortion. Respond-
ing to these realities, essays by Valerie Holladay, Ruth Knight, Sonja
Woods, and Helen Beach Cannon call for Christlike understanding.

The unique language of fiction provides another avenue to deeper
understanding. Lisa Madsen de Rubilar's "Songs," Lael Littke's "The
Chastity Gum," and Helen Walker Jones's "The Six-Buck Fortune"
speak to centers, both male and female, and the longing for wholeness
and unity.

And from many fine women's submissions, our poetry and art edi-
tors have selected eight artists and six poets who express ways to cher-
ish and explore truth.

So this "Women's Issue" chronicles our desired growth as a people
toward holiness —a growth that ultimately must combine, not erase,
both male and female perspectives.
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